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Editorial 

Last year was our 40
th
.Year Anniversary and now we need to look at where we have come since the 

millennium and share our vision of where AVAS is going in the second decade of the 21
st
. century.  

There is a distinct move away from relentless excavation in archaeology, except when absolutely 

necessary.  We made a particularly good start in the first decade with a foray into site investigations 

using resistivity techniques to do non-invasive searches. We are actively looking into expanding this 

with Magnetometry, using equipment borrowed from Bournemouth University . In addition our front 

cover shows the latest purchase by our Chairman, which expands our capabilities in aerial field 

archaeology.  This means we can discover more and disturb less. 

This edition of our newsletter is ranging far and wide in archaeological topic and venues and will 

stimulate members to seek out interesting places on their travels. 

Our website and blog site continue to flourishing. Our thanks go to Mike Gill for his continuing work 

in keeping the news of activities and plans of AVAS available to our members and the general public 

at large.  So let us all support them with any useful news or other input that we, as members, might 

come up with.  Note the new addresses on the web for both of the above at the bottom of this page. 

We shall be exploring the new approaches to practical archaeology in our Members Evening on 6
th
. 

January 2016.   
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The search for Port Mill at Millhams Meade   Mike Tizzard 

Throughout 2013 and 2014, we continued our investigation of the 13th century timber remains found 

at Millhams Meade, thought to relate to the lost Port Mill.  After digging a number of exploratory 

pits around the mill area and more or less working out the general layout of the mill base structure 

(as seen on the layout plan over page), we turned our attention in 2014 to investigating the 

surrounding area beyond the mill in the southern garden, moving out towards the river Avon. It had 

become quite clear from what had been found previously that the topography seen today is unlike 

what it had been in the distant past with virtually all the land around being built up gradually to the 

present-day land surface. 

In the 2013 season, a number of pits were dug to trace the tailrace which was found in part, but this 

still needs further investigation.  In 2014, we dug test pits gradually spreading out from the mill.  In 

general, the top layers produced the usual garden soil.  Under the topsoil were layers of coarse soil 

containing brick and tile rubble from a 18th to 19th century context but also yielding  the odd piece of 

residual medieval pottery, along with a certain quantity of worked and some finely dressed Purbeck 

and other stone. We’ve now found this type of worked stone in virtually all pits and in all layers, 

from a medieval context to relatively modern! The Priory, following its dissolution and demolition, is 

probably the most likely source of this material, brought in from time to time as rubble to make up 

the land. 

A layer dark, silty, sandy soil lay further down containing medieval pottery which we interpret as an 

old land surface probably contemporary with the mill as the pottery found was of a similar date to 

that found over and around the mill timbers. Below this layer was a very thick deposit of clean 

yellow/orange silt or clay; it was very dense and relatively dry. This was interpreted as the old 

natural subsoil, laid down by the river a long time ago. Auguring showed there were thin layers of 

white quartz sand within the silt with a slight blue hue due to iron being present in small quantities. 

Under this was clean sand and gravel. 

As our pits moved out towards the Avon, very little medieval pottery was found and the old silt/clay 

subsoil suddenly dipped away into some sort of linear feature running parallel to the river, possibly a 

gully or small stream or maybe a garden pond! This had been backfilled with very mixed layers of 

rubble and gravel, containing a large amount of brick, tile and cobble stones. There was some 

Verwood type pottery of a late 18th. to early 19th. century. This feature was not fully explored and 

needs further investigation. 

Our last pit in this area of the garden (Pit 41) was a bit further south. Apart from the usual top layers, 

the subsoil here was quite different to what we had found elsewhere. First there was a dark layer of 

what looked like burnt material with charcoal and clinker, below this was a thick layer of dark silty 

sand containing a fair quantity of medieval pottery of a similar date to that found before. It is 

possible that it may have come from a property further south as the boundary of the properties here 

has changed quite a bit since the middle of the 19th. century; again the area around this pit needs 

further investigation. 

Since the preparation of the plan of the mill base frame, it has become clear that the beam we had 

found in Pits 19 and 20 was quite likely to have been at the centre of the mill’s operation. As we only 

had a limited view of this beam from the previous excavation and in view of its probable importance, 

we decided to re-open and extend Pit 20 to have a better look and understanding of its use. Near 
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the end of the 2014 season, Pit 20 was re-excavated and extended towards the Mill Stream. We had 

a few problems with the extension as we had to safeguard the root system of a large tree and then 

we came against part of the old bank of the Mill Stream, consisting of dumped gravel which tended 

to be unstable.  

The beam In Pit 20 is the largest of all the others that were still in situ, being 40cms wide and nearly 

as deep in places. It also had some unusual features in the form of two raised sections, one, seen in 

the middle of Pit 20, was quite damaged so difficult to establish its function. The other, not so high, 

is seen on the right hand edge of Pit 20; this has a mortise slot cut right through and is much worn.  

The raised pad around the mortise slot was exposed further in the extended excavation and found 

to be very worn in one particular direction. It appeared that there had been an upright beam set on 

the raised pad with a corresponding male mortise engaged in the slot, which seemed to have been 

constantly moving back and forth in an outward direction, causing the outer edge of the raised pad 

to wear away considerably and form a dip.  Correspondingly the top edge of the mortise slot was 

worn.  This upright beam would have also aligned with the end and side of the planked box channel, 

abutting the beam, and may have been attached to it. The cause of the wear is possibly due to a 

great deal of water turbulence at this point as it passed into the box channel, further indicating that 

this was near to the point of operation.  

Plan of excavation site of the mill 

 

Once the pit had been extended further, it was a surprise to find that the beam just beyond the 

worn raised pad ended into a taper on the top and bottom, and another beam continued on with an 

‘open beak’ type joint more or less matching the shape of the tapered end of the previous beam! 

This was clearly a repair and due to the rough and split end of the newly found one, it was concluded 

that this was the original; we hope to confirm this by radio-carbon or tree-ring dating. 

 We didn’t find the end of this beam as it disappeared into the end of the pit but at that point it 

broadened out to about 50cm wide with a crudely cut stepped joint, similar to that found at the 

other end so we may be close to the end. 
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At this point it was decided to pack up for the winter as the weather was deteriorating and water 

rising in the pit which needed to be pumped out constantly.  We have now partly re-buried the 

beam for tis protection and left the pit open, but covered as there is more work to be done next year 

when the weather improves and water levels drop.  I would like to eventually find the end of the 

beam which will give us the overall width of the structure and also to excavate the other end of Pit 

20, under the corner of the donkey shed as there is another joint which may through more light on 

the mill’s operation. 

The mill’s layout excavated so far is very unusual.  We can’t at this stage completely rule out the 

possibility that it had a conventional vertical wheel, but there doesn’t appear to be any 

superstructure to support one, or a side structure to house the necessary machinery.  I’m still of the 

opinion that there was some type of horizontal wheel but instead of the usual paddle wheel 

arrangement seen elsewhere and from various periods, this may have been more like a conventional 

water wheel with vanes but on its side, directly operating some simple machinery above. It may 

have been this type of arrangement to make use of the low head of water that would have been 

available, with some sort of flow deflectors to concentrate the flow of water against the vanes and 

through the box channel, the flow and volume being controlled by what appears to be a sluice gate 

at the far end of the structure. 

Well, that’s the theory so far!  It’s a pity there is not just a bit more of the structure remaining to 

allow us to come to a conclusion on the way it worked.  Hopefully next year we may be able to find 

further evidence of its construction and use. 

Some photos of the beam, site plan, and excavation notes can be found on our blog which includes 

links to the 3d model of Pit 20 constructed by Mike Gill—Look up The Christchurch Antiquarians 

blog. 

During 2015 for various reasons we haven’t got back to the main beam in the extended pit 20 and 

this now will have to wait until next year. 

In the mean time we have been concentrating on looking for the site of a house associated with the 

mill mentioned in various documents. Six pits have been dug some distance to the north of the mill 

site and these have produced a quantity of medieval pottery including one piece, possible, of Saxon 

date. All these and some other finds (mainly bone) may perhaps indicate the existence of a domestic 

dwelling somewhere close by but it has eluded us so far. 

One of our recent pits has also revealed layered deposits of water borne silt very similar to the silt 

deposits found above the remains of the mill and this may indicate a further channel. There was a 

small amount of red pot at the bottom and a few small fragments of red ochre. 

 This possible channel will be further investigated next year. We are now on our last pit (47) which 

will be finished in a week or so before we shut down for the winter when hopefully more interesting 

features and finds will come to light. 
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Field walking the footpaths      Steve Moody 
 
We have recently been doing some field walking in the Cranborne area (not strictly Avon Valley, but 

not too far away) and finding that footpath field walking can be rewarding even though it is somewhat 

restricted and sometimes a little frustrating.  Because field walking permission on Estate land is a 

tricky business it is difficult to assess areas of interests from the finds just by using the footpaths 

alone. However it is not impossible. Although one is not able to walk across fields in pursuit of sites 

or to wander off the path to work out the size and extent of a site, it is still possible to come across 

areas of interest whilst walking along the footpaths on the edge of fields or across them. 

 

Repeated visits over a period of time to an area where surface material has appeared can result in a 

collection of finds eventually building up to an assemblage. Once this has been achieved then the 

assemblage can be studied and a date or period assigned to it. Of course this is only a snapshot of a 

part of an environment. No clear picture can be gained of the size of the site, its relationship to other 

areas nearby or its proper place in the landscape, but to record it as a site and to date it, is still useful. 

We can create important data about a small area, adding to the knowledge of its historic or prehistoric 

past and perhaps tying it in to previously known details such as aerial photos, written histories or 

monuments etc. 

 

In addition to this, one can often find little areas along the edges of paths and fields that can be plotted 

on a map to give a bigger picture of an area. Obviously drawing too many conclusions from this is not 

advisable but it can still help to build a picture of the land usage during any given period. We 

hopefully demonstrated this on a recent walk around the area with a small group of AVAS members 

where we tied in the ploughed out remains of barrows with Bronze age flint artefacts, aerial pictures 

of field systems with Iron Age and Roman pottery and sandy high points near the river Crane with a 

spread of Mesolithic flint.  Just such a new (to us) area started to show up in the plough soils in the 

fields near the village recently. Several areas of concentrated worked flint were found and along one 

field edge a spread of probable Neolithic material joined an area of evidently earlier material with fine 

blades and bladelet cores. 

 

The footpath circles a large part of the field and at several points along the way small areas of waste 

flakes and tools appear. Of course there is no way of knowing just how extensive these areas are or 

how many other spreads of material may exist beyond them in the field proper. They do however exist 

and are extant, so it is worth collecting a sample from each one, analysing and if possible identifying a 

time period and being able to say something about the earlier use of this landscape.  So far an 

impressive collection of tool types will help to draw some conclusions to this end.  Scrapers, end 

scrapers, drills, piercers, notches, knives, a small axe, arrow heads (late Neolithic) and many 

retouched and utilised blades and flakes and blade cores. 

 

 

The following illustrations of a representative sample of finds follows and the Key to these is: 

 

A Discoidal knife fragment 

B Small axe 

C Piercers 

D Chisel Arrowhead 

E Bi-face 

F Notch 

G End Scraper 

H End Scraper 
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One particularly nice piece is a fragment of an unpolished discoidal knife (Neolithic) possibly 

originally of a triangular form like those in the Wiltshire Museum in Devizes.  The continued 

collection from these sites may put us in a position to be able to state something meaningful about the 

periods that these fields were used, settled and populated and by whom. 
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Saxon venues in Suffolk       Bill Atkinson 

During a short break near Ipswich we took the opportunity to visit West Stow and Sutton Hoo, 

something that I had intended to do for some time.  Both of these sites are thoroughly recommended.  

West Stow is the site of an Anglo Saxon village of about 450 to 650 A.D. and is similar to Butser in 

West Sussex in that is a centre of experimental archaeology.  This one is determined to understand 

domestic Saxon structures. 

The first effort was to create a ‘gruben haus’ which had been postulated by excavators on the very 

bare evidence which Saxon houses have left.  They are quite ephemeral as they were constructed of 

wood and vegetable materials which have rotted away many centuries ago.  The soils of East Anglia 

are alluvial and very sandy, so quite free draining which makes wooden structures quite durable in the 

medium term, though needing regular repair and resealing against drafts.  Work is ongoing to 

cultivate gardens and rear pigs of an authentic type as examples of what Saxon villagers would have 

done. 

The structures are of split oak planking with walls having vertical planks attached to a timber frame 

with roofs of thatch or heather and wooden plank floors over a shallow pit.  The first examples were 

constructed without timber floors but these were found to be totally impractical so subsequently floors 

were installed resting on the external wall beams giving a single roomed dwelling elevated above the 

cold and damp earth.  All the vertical planking was caulked with vegetable fibre or wool and the 

attachments for all wood joints and planking was secured with round wooden pegs. 

Note the roof ridges are secured against wind 

damage in two different ways to find the most 

appropriate method of weather proofing such steep 

angled roof structures.  This sort of roof precludes 

getting much light into the house and means that 

drainage from the roof gets into the ground very 

close to the wall plates and is liable to make the 

house rather damp in winter.  The view into the 

‘graub haus’ structure in the second photograph 

shows how difficult living in such buildings would 

have been.  The sheep skin hung from the roof beam 

is there to prevent people entering the building from 

knocking their brains out! 

The following building types show a more advanced 

form of construction which improves head room and 

enables for some subdivision within the houses.  

Note also that a form of fire box has been added 

which is an important safety feature and allows for 

cooking pots or roasting spits to be easily hung over 

the fire.  There are no chimneys and the smoke has to 

filter through the thatching which helps to preserve it 

but does nothing for the respiratory health of those 

living in the houses. 
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A more advanced form of construction was 

introduced with wooden framing infilled 

with wattle and daub which allowed for the 

easy introduction of window apertures which 

could be closed with shutters in bad weather 

and at night when cold draughts would make 

life indoors very uncomfortable. 

A visit to this site at West Stowe, not far from Lakenheath in Suffolk is highly recommended, but 

even more so is a visit to Sutton Hoo, near Stockbridge where there is a wonderful museum of 

artefacts (and replicas) from the ship burial site close by.  This visit really needs a half day to do it 

justice. 

A visit to Sutton Hoo takes us to the opposite end of the Saxon social spectrum.  The site is on the 

northern edge of an escarpment overlooking the valley with the river Deben flowing out sea about ten 

miles downstream.  The view from the southern bank of the river at Woodbridge would have shown 

the ship burial mounds on a false horizon, similar to Iron Age barrows familiar to us in Wessex, 

though today it screened by woodland. 

 

 

 

 

 

The visitor centre is excellent and starts with a high quality video presentation before leading into the 

exhibition which starts with details of the discovery and then finds with top quality descriptions 

interspersed with reconstruction tableaux. 
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A Short Trip to Galway         Jan Elkins 

A short trip to Galway in March was always going to a gamble. Not only because of the weather, as 

the region is often described as drizzly, battered by Atlantic winds and frequented by heavy 

downpours, but also because of the tourist season. It seemed that many places would be closed 

during our visit as their doors would not be opening to the public until the beginning of the Easter 

holidays. Still this did not deter us as we were determined to make the most of our two days in the 

area come rain or shine. 

On the first day we decided to drive the 

circular route around Lough Corrib and take 

in the Glebe Stone Circle, Kylemore Abbey, 

the Connemara National Park and finally the 

Glengowla Mines. As luck would have it the 

weather was very kind to us and in the 

afternoon the sun shone. 

Our first stop, The Glebe Stone Circle wasn’t 

the easiest of places to visit because it was 

situated away from the road at the top of a 

field and the only place available to park 

was in someone’s driveway just down the 

road! Still it was well worth the effort 

though.  

The small, raised stone circle with approximately 23 stones and several gaps was a delight.  It dated 

from the early Neolithic Period and even though not much is known about it, it is said that in later 

times it attracted the type of people who believed in Fairies and Leprechauns. 

Our next stop was Kylemore Abbey on the shores of Kylemore Lough. As expected it was closed but 

we were still able to admire the elegant building from the outside. The Abbey was originally built as 

a castle in the late 19th Century by Mitchell Henry as a present for his wife but when she suddenly 

died along with their daughter he put the property up for sale and left. Sometime later during World 

War 1 it became occupied by a group of Benedictine nuns who sought refuge there whilst fleeing 

from Ypres in Belgium. Its use then changed from a castle into an abbey and it is now run by the 

nuns as a girls’ boarding school. 

Continuing on our way we then drove around the 

Connemara National Park that covers more than 

5000 acres. This wild region is described as 

‘spectacular’ and was a mixture of bogland, lakes, 

mountains and coastal views. There were also traces 

of the land’s previous uses in the guise of megalithic 

tombs over 4000 years old and left over ridges that 

marked out some of the very old arable field 

systems. 
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Leaving the Park behind us we then made our way along the N59 heading towards the historic 19th 

Century Glengowla Mines.  

This silver and lead mine is Ireland’s only show mine and as 

luck would have it, because it had only opened the day 

before we arrived, we were the only visitors there. On our 

arrival we were warmly greeted by a very pleasant guide 

who kitted us out with ‘hair nets’ and safety helmets so that 

we could begin our tour. This was temporarily put on hold 

though when after discovering my obsession with fossils, he 

diverted us to the museum, which was still in the process of 

being set up, and showed us the fossils that they had 

recently discovered in the mine and the surrounding area. I 

was really jealous and if they had offered me one I would 

have happily taken it home! Finally our tour began and 

before we actually entered the mine our guide took us 

around the site telling and showing us its history. 

 

We saw the restored mine buildings; the Blacksmiths Shop, the Stables, the Circular Powder House 

and the Mine Agents Cottage.  We were also able to see a Hand-winding Stow, a Horse Whymme (a 

wooden device for hauling), the Waterwheel Pit and the Spring Well.  

Our guide told us that the mine most probably opened for workers because of the Great Irish Potato 

Famine of 1845 – 1847 when work was in short supply. There were signs of mining on the site well 

before 1850, which was probably an opencast operation, but it wasn’t until the summer of 1851 

than the main work, of which we could see today, first began.  

It must have been a hard life for the workers. He 

told us that the first job that they had had to 

complete was to build a watercourse to bring water 

in from a lake 1.5 miles away. This was because 

water was required to turn the large 18 foot 

overshot waterwheel that was being built on the 

site. That task alone must have been massive and 

taken them ages. Then along with that they also had 

to sink new shafts and install a new pumping system 

before they could get the operation into full swing.  

 The miners had to work long hours in very damp, cramped conditions using only candles for light. 

They were paid an agreed amount depending on the hardness of the rock at the level that they 

mined so they always worked in teams and helped one another out to earn the most they possibly 

could. The rock and ore was removed by hand drilling and blasting. For the blasting 2ft long holes 

were made using chisels and hammers then once they were completed they were carefully filled 

with straws or reeds laden with black powder then the fuses were laid.  
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It was very a dangerous job and the lighting of the fuses was carried out by a blaster or a “Powder 

Monkey”. Once the fuses had been lit the words, “Fire in the Hole” were shouted and everyone left 

as quickly as they could. They were always advised to keep their mouths open as the noise of the 

explosion could shatter their eardrums! 

 When all of the dust and debris had settled down again the rock was raked out and hauled to the 

surface.  Up above the ground even the women and children helped out. They worked on what was 

called the dressing floor. This was an area where they could break up the ore into smaller pieces 

using hammers and then wash the finer material in a “buddle” (a shallow trough) where the heavier 

metal lead, would sink to the bottom. Everything was then bagged up and transported to the 

smelter in Wales. The silver and lead ore was of very high quality at Glengowla and in great demand. 

Other minerals found at the mine were Barite, Zinc, Pyrite, Copper, Flourite, Quartz, Sulphur and 

Calcite. All in all the area became a “hive of human industry” and that lasted until its abandonment 

in 1865. 

When we eventually entered the mine, which had been reopened to the public in 1998, it was like 

“following in the footsteps of the miners in a bygone age” but without the candles! As we climbed 

down into the depths, the steps were wet and slippery so we had to make sure we held on tightly to 

the handrails. It was an amazing journey and took us through “large marble chambers and caverns 

studded with lead and silver pyrite” and many other precious metals. Along the route we were able 

to see the many artefacts left behind by the miners; wooden ladders, pump rods and pipes, ore tubs 

and pulleys, guide chutes and pitch pine timbers. Also, when we looked on the walls in certain 

places, we could see the miner’s chisel marks and in one place we were able to see some of the 2 

foot holes and the tool that was used for making them. As we nearer the bottom we were able to 

look up through a shaft and see the daylight above and it really made us appreciate how deep 

underground we were and how long it must have taken the miners to reach this point. When the 

steps finally ran out and we were able to go no further our guide pointed out a pit that was below 

us. In this we could see further steps heading downwards and he said that until they were able to 

remove all of the flood water they wouldn’t be able know how deep the mine actually went. It was a 

tantalizing thought and one that we carried away with us. 

On our second day we headed into the City of Galway but as it wasn’t the most colourful of cities we 

didn’t spend too much time there. On our whirlwind tour not only did we did get to see most of the 

sights like the Old Quays, Lynch’s Castle and The Spanish Arch (built in 1584 to protect the harbour) 

but we also managed to visit the Galway City Museum. Even though the museum wasn’t overly large 

it was still very interesting and very well laid out. It housed a variety of exhibits, over three floors 

that showed us the rich archaeology, history and heritage of Galway. It was definitely worth a visit. 

On leaving the city we returned to our car and then decided to head south towards the Burren 

National Park. On our way we passed Dunguaire Castle. This castle was built in 1520 and sits proudly 

on a rocky outcrop on the shores of Galway Bay. It was originally the home of the 0’Hynes clan and is 

now one of the most photographed castles in Ireland. 
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As we approached the Burren, an Irish term 

for “The Rocky Place” we began to 

understand why it had been so named for 

spreading out before us was an exceptional 

limestone landscape approximately 1500 

hectares in size. Its appearance took us by 

surprise as it looked like a barren 

moonscape with its exposed pavements of 

rock. These had apparently occurred after 

the early settlers had cut down the forests 

and allowed the soil to be eroded away but 

even with the lack of soil we discovered that 

plant life was not deterred. 

Besides the usual fox gloves and rock roses that seem to be able to grow anywhere, there were 

other rock plants usually found in the Arctic, Alpine and Mediterranean regions growing in 

abundance there. As we only had the afternoon left we planned a circular route, taking in the 

Ballyalban Earthen Fort, the Poulnabrone Dolmen and the Caherconnell Stone Fort before returning 

back along the coast road via Doolin, Leprechaun Head and Black Head.  

We found the Ballyalban Earthen Ring Fort literally by the side of the road and it was easy to access 

over a wooden stile. In the Burren earthen ring forts are quite rare because of the rocky terrain so 

we were very pleased to have found it.  

Although its exact purpose was not known it is 

thought that it was used as either protection from 

unwelcome visitors or as a homestead for farmers. 

In later years it became known as a “fairy fort” 

embalmed with druids magic and people who 

believed in fairies didn’t dare try to destroy it 

because that could have resulted in their death! 

 Even though the top pathway was strewn with tree roots we found the fort easy to walk around as 

the outer bank’s diameter was only about 60 metres and the inside of the fort was only about 30 

metres. The inner bank was surprisingly high rising up about 9 metres from the surrounding ditch so 

we didn’t attempt to climb down it as the ditch seemed quite wet and muddy. Again we were lucky 

and no one else was there so we were able to soak up the tranquil atmosphere without being 

disturbed. 

Our next stop was the Poulnabrone Dolmen, a portal tomb dating back to about 3600 BC. This is the 

Burren’s most iconic landmark. It is made up of a large tilted capstone that rests on two portal 

stones, two orthostats and an end stone. It was constructed on the pavement limestone in the 

middle of a cairn and the entrance, marked by a low sill-stone, faces north. 
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It measures almost 2 metres high and when it was excavated in 1986 and again in 1988 the human 

remains of up to 22 individuals, both adults and children, were discovered there along with other 

artefacts including, a polished stone axe, 2 stone beads, a decorated bone pendant, arrowheads and 

a collection of scrapers. 

Our first view of the tomb was from the road. It 

stood out like a ship on a sea of stone. I couldn’t 

wait to get out of the car to see it up closer. Luckily 

there was a car park there so it made access to the 

site much easier. I carefully approached the tomb 

across the limestone pavements with great 

enthusiasm. The site was amazing and did not 

disappoint. It was like going back in time. Again we 

started off there on our own so could view it at 

every angle with ease then when a handful of other 

visitors arrived we wandered further across the 

landscape so that we could admire the tomb from 

afar. It was well worth the visit and luckily the 

weather was perfect. 

Our final stop was at the Caherconnell Stone Fort. We weren’t sure if it was going to be open but 

luck was shining down on us again and not only was it open but again we were the only people 

there.  This time though I had to go in on my own as the rest of my party had lost their enthusiasm!  

Caherconnell Stone Fort was built in the 10th Century AD and was continued to be used right up to 

the 17th Century. It was very well preserved and was about 40 metres in diameter and had walls 4 

metres thick and 3 metres high. The owners of the fort were most probably wealthy and several 

artifacts had been discovered in recent excavations including; amber, bone, glass, iron, lead, bronze 

and gold. 

On entering the fort I followed a trail that started with the earliest dated finds. These turned out to 

be two stone cists that contained the remains of three human burials. The smallest one contained a 

baby and a toddler whilst the larger one contained the remains of a woman who was aged about 45. 

These remains were dated before the fort was built, about the 6th or 7th Century, so were obviously 

included in the structure deliberately. From the cists I moved on to see a fire-pit dating from the 7th 

Century where the ground level from that time had been left exposed so that visitors could see it. 
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Next the trail led me to the remains of a dry stone wall that may have divided the residential and 

farm buildings in the 15th to 16th Century. This was built on top of earlier walls from a rectangular 

house  dating from the 11th to 14th Century and this in turn was built on top of even earlier remains 

of a circular house dating from the 10th Century. On looking at these my curiosity was stirred and I 

wondered what else could lurking below if they dug even deeper! 

With my tour of the inside complete I walked back out of the entrance, which dated back to the 15th 

and 16th Century, and continued to follow the trail. Outside my attention was drawn to the fort’s dry 

stone construction and how it was built without the use of any mortar. Then I was able to look at the 

inward slope of the outside walls a method used to make them more stable. 

From the fort I was led down to The Doline. This was a natural hollow that contained the remains of 

two structures. The earliest one dated back to the Early Bronze Age whilst the other one was built by 

fort dwellers in medieval times and was most probably used to store food. On returning back up the 

path again my attention was drawn to an old elderberry bush that was growing by a collapsed 

section of the fort’s wall. Apparently in early modern folklore supernatural tales were associated 

with these bushes (along with the “fairy forts”) so in a way it helped to protect the fort as it made 

people afraid to enter it. 

As the trail came to an end the final structure I saw was a small stone shelter called a “Kid Cro”. This 

was built no more than 200 years ago for kid goats or lambs and touched the outside wall of the fort. 

With my tour complete I rejoined the rest of my party and enjoyed a splendid cup of coffee in the 

café. Again I felt that it was a place well worth visiting. 

After leaving Caherconnell we headed towards the coast passing the haunting ruins of Leamanagh 

Castle, once home to the famous Maire Rua who was famed for her husband killing. The Castle was 

originally built in 1490 as a Tower House but then grew larger when a substantial dwelling house was 

attached in the 17th Century. 

On this trip we didn’t have time to visit the Cliffs of Moher (well we had to get our priorities right 

and be back in time to watch England play France in the Seven Nations) so we headed straight back 

towards Galway along the R477.  Along this route we saw the Aran Islands, the 16th century L plan 

Tower House Gleninagh Castle and also a wonderful pod of dolphins swimming close to shore. With 

our circular route completed we finally returned back to our hotel with feelings of sadness that our 

time in Galway was nearing an end. Yes the two days in Galway had flown by but it was a place that I 

would love to return. 
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Druce Farm Roman Villa         Bill Atkinson 

When the 5
th
. September came I set off for Druce Farm with much curiosity and excitement and after 

a long walk around the fields dozens of us arrived at the villa site where we were grouped in parties of 

about twenty for a guided tour.  The large number of visitors necessitated a National Trust style timed 

tours, but the high quality of description and answering of questions made it good visit. 

The villa is situated on slightly rising ground above the River Piddle and consisted of north range of 

domestic accommodation and below on the east and west two separate ranges of an agricultural nature 

with a farm yard in front of the domestic building.  There has been considerable damage to the site by 

modern ploughing, but the full layout has not been lost and a major, but a complete mosaic was found 

just below plough depth, though has suffered some impact damage from fallen roof tiles in antiquity.  

This floor is made up of blue Somerset lias and white Dorset limestone tesserae, but some repair work 

has been carried out, however not up to Roman standards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The photograph on the right shows the full extent of the domestic buildings and note the wooded area 

in the top right hand corner which is where a natural spring provides the source for a minor tributary 

of the River Piddle and possibly was the villas water source.  A close up detail of the angle in the 

building shows the only masonry corner that I saw in the whole site, the walls being constructed of 

locally gathered flints from the fields and often laid in an attractive herring bone pattern which gives 

good consolidation and strength to the walls. 
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This photograph of the fire blackened area 

and the evidence of a number of different 

phases of development provides us with a 

good understanding of the complexity of this 

building and the challenges it set the 

excavators.  They must have been fed up of 

constructing Harris Matrices to record areas 

like this! 

The most interesting building from the 

excavators point of view would probably 

been the east wing of the range.  This was a 

substantial building with an intriguing find 

of a square stone plinth designed to support a 

large (Roman foot square) roof support and 

evidence there had been seven others which 

would have supported a two story aisled 

building. 

A complex of deep pits within the outline of 

the building contained much building debris 

including painted wall plaster with some 

debris showing signs of fire damage. The 

age of the finds indicates a range between 

the 3
rd

. and 5
th
. centuries A.D., but why these 

were dug and why they were not filled and 

levelled when they went out of use is a 

mystery. 

The best bit of detective work was in 

determining the sequence of destruction of 

the north wall.  The building had been 

abandoned, the roof fell in and subsequently 

the north wall toppled forward on top of the 

roof fall thus preserving the archaeology 

underneath and giving an accurate picture of 

the roof structure and the height of the north 

end wall. 

The west range is a smaller building and has 

sign of metal working, stone cutting and 

preparation which would suggest the 

maintenance building for work on the farm 

and its buildings rather than residential, as in 

the case for the other two ranges.   
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The north range, being in the best position would have been occupied by the owner and family, whilst 

the east range would have housed the servant / slaves, though the decoration was painted plaster, so 

not too Spartan.  From coin finds and pottery the period of occupation could run from the 1
st
. to the 

6
th
. centuries A.D.  before it ended by being abandoned and left to rot.  In its heyday the north range 

had undergone several major makeovers and the large mosaic floor has been dated to about 350A.D. 

and shows another century of domestic wear, which takes it beyond the abandonment of Britain by 

Rome. 

I found the construction materials quite intriguing with the rather rustic flint wall construction, though 

skilfully done compared to the large quantities of Purbeck limestone tiles pegged with iron nails and 

in the case of the east range decorated with Cornish slates.  Not all the rooves had always been cover 

with stone tiles as much broken Roman ceramic tegulae and imbricies had been found, both in the 

excavation and from earlier plough soil finds.  The aisled building, the immense wooden structures 

and the cost of getting stone tiles and importing Cornish slate indicates that the builders and owners 

must have had considerable wealth.  From the ceramic finds they must have aspired to a high standard 

of living and their food waste supports that assertion.  Ceramic finds include wares from the New 

Forest, Poole harbour area and Oxfordshire with some imported items. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In contrast, the above photograph of the east end of the north range, illustrating the plough damaged 

end of the building, shows the residual part of mosaic floor which looks more like a home produced 

product.  So perhaps we have evidence of the owners going through both good times and bad times. 

The site has no confirmed connection to the outside world, but track immediately on the opposite side 

of the valley points to a connection to the Roman road running east from Dorchester, which is only   

two miles away and seven miles from Durnovaria, in modern Dorchester.  The Roman road also gives 

access to the Poole harbour area and so provided relatively easy access to markets for their produce, 

even if there was no pressure to export to Rome. This could explain why there was a slow decline in 

the villa fortunes rather than a sudden cut of when Rome severed its links to Britain. 

EDAS have done a great job in excavating this site and the organisation of the open day was a great 

credit to them, particularly when they came under such immense pressure of visitor numbers.  I wish 

them well in tackling the great task of cataloguing recording all the finds and look forward to hearing 

more in due course of their conclusions. 
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Jersey – An Archaeological Treasure Trove  David and Linda Whetton 

Following our trip to Guernsey two years ago where we literally tripped-over an unexpected 

cornucopia of archaeology, on our visit to Jersey this year we knew what to expect and armed 

ourselves with the booklet “A Guide to the Dolmens of Jersey” by Peter Hunt which describes some 

dozen sites and gives a very helpful tour but this article only describes those we actually visited.  As 

usual, photos include Linda as a human ranging rod to give scale. 

A good place to start is La Hogue Bie as it has an excellent museum to put the island’s archaeology in 

context as well as a good bookshop where you can load up with enough guides, maps and books to fill 

the holiday.  For the more energetic, there is an excellent Archaeology Walking Guide (untried!) 

La Hogue Bie Passage Grave (4,000 – 3,250 BC):  

La Hougue Bie is one of the finest such dolmens in North 

West Europe and the workmanship of the tomb is of the 

highest quality. The 12 metre high mound in the centre of the 

site covers a magnificent stone passage and burial chamber. 

The stones are aligned so that at dawn on the spring and 

autumn equinox, the sun shines down the 9.7 metre passage 

to strike the back of the chamber with its many side cells.  

During the German Occupation of Jersey 1940 -1945, 

German forces built a command bunker on the site. 

Today this contains a memorial exhibition to all those 

Forced Workers who were brought to the Channel Islands by the Nazis many of whom died during the 

construction of the fortifications. 

The on-site museum is very modern with “acoustic 

spots” and an excellent description of the 

archaeological work on the Island.  Next door there 

is an extensive geological museum (where does 

geology end and archaeology start?) and a small 

café with toilets. 

La Motte or Green Island (4,000 BC – 

Medieval):  La Motte or Green Island is likely to 

have been a small peninsular until 1600 AD but 

now it is a small islet just a few metres off the 

sandy beach, only accessible at low tide.  Excavations between 1911 and 1914 led 

 to the discovery of at least 18 stone cist graves.  

The site was originally interpreted as a 

prehistoric cemetery but the evidence now 

suggests that it is more likely to have been a 

medieval cist grave cemetery. Two of the cists 

were removed and re-erected at La Hougue Bie 

Museum, Grouville (qv).  Remains of a series of 

prehistoric middens were also found containing 

fragments of pottery, animal bones, stone tools and 

shells.  
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 A cairn was also identified which may be prehistoric in date or possibly the remains of a small church 

or oratory.  There is a handy carpark, beach café and clean toilets adjacent to the un-crowded beach. 

Dolmen de Mont Ube (4000-3250 BC): This Neolithic 

passage grave, just over 12m long, built around 6,000 years 

ago consists of a passage leading into an oval chamber with 

four internal cells.  There may have been an outer ring of 

stones and a low mound over the site but unfortunately the 

monument was badly destroyed by quarrymen before it was 

excavated in 1848. It had also been used as a rubbish dump 

and a pigsty. However, it is still impressive. Finds from the 

site include burnt bone from the internal cells, fragments of 

decorated pottery, polished stone axes, stone pendants and a 

much later Roman gaming piece.  To get an idea of the scale 

of the thing, try to find Linda in the photo! 

Ville-ès-Nouaux (3250-2250 BC):   On arrival, in a public park, don’t be amazed by a large, 

Avebury-type standing stone – this is a modern, fibreglass climbing wall!  Further on, the Late 

Neolithic gallery grave (or alleé couverte), suitably ringed by a fence, built around 5,000 years ago 

consists of a rectangular chamber set within an enclosure of upright stones, which may originally have 

formed the edge of a long low mound that covered the monument and an adjacent late Bronze or early 

Iron Age grave (800-450-BC).  Only seven of the capstones remain. Evidence from within the tomb 

shows two distinct periods of use, the older layer had few finds but the upper layer contained the 

remains of numerous decorated beakers and 

Chalcolithic Jersey Bowls in a Late 

Neolithic/Chalcolithic cist-in-circle (2850-2250 

BC). The central stone cist (box) would 

probably have contained human remains but 

was found to be totally empty when excavated 

in 1883. The cist was originally surrounded by 

a ring of rocks set on edge and covered by a 

low mound.  A number of roughly made urns 

containing cremated human remains were found 

buried in the adjacent tomb. Parking is a bit 

tricky but try to find a slot in the narrow side roads. 

La Table des Marthes:  This is quite a 

disappointment but the adjacent car park has 

magnificent views and an excellent ice-cream van.  

The massive granite slab (which is all it is) was 

probably a capstone which covers a now in-filled 

chamber.  The original form of the monument is 

unknown as the area was considerably altered 

when the railway was extended in 1899. 

Investigations in 1850 suggest that the slab was 

resting upon two "pillars" of rubble. Finds from 

the site include Neolithic stone axes and 

fragments of pottery as well as evidence of burning in the interior and yet La Table de Marthes is of 

historical importance as it is believed to have been used as a location for signing legal contracts. 
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La Sergenté (4,500-3,250 BC):  

This Neolithic passage grave 

consists of a short passage leading 

into a circular chamber of 

drystone construction and would 

originally have had a corbelled 

roof but is now open. The site was 

covered by a mound prior to 

excavation in 1923. The passage 

and chamber are paved with 

granite slabs except for an area in 

the southwest corner which is 

partitioned off by a curved line of 

slabs set on end.  No human 

remains were found and the only 

finds were four pottery vessels.  This is the only corbelled passage grave known in the Channel 

Islands and possibly the earliest dolmen in the island. 

It was a little tricky to find at the end of a long, unlikely, deteriorating track on a headland.  But the 

views were amazing as evidenced by the several couples in their parked cars! 

Les Monts Grantez (4,000-3,250 

BC):            

A Neolithic passage grave built 

around 6,000 years ago consisting 

of a passage leading into an 

asymmetrical chamber with a 

single side chamber.  A mound 

covered the structure prior to 

excavations in 1912. Seven 

skeletons, (six adults and a child) 

were found in the chamber.  All 

were in a crouched position, lying 

on their sides and accompanied by 

limpet shells, bones of cattle, 

sheep, horse, pig and goat and 

small piles of brightly coloured 

pebbles. An eighth skeleton was buried in a seated position in the passage. Other finds include a 

variety of pottery vessels, including a miniature cup and perforated shallow saucer, stone implements 

and a spindle whorl. 

Accessed through a field of sheep, the style was hard to locate, not being in the carpark as indicated, 

but a little perseverance paid dividends. 
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Le Dolmen du Couperon (3250-2250 BC):   

This Late Neolithic Gallery Grave 

consists of a rectangular chamber 

set within an enclosure of upright 

stones, which may originally have 

formed the edge of a long, low 

mound that covered the monument.  

An interesting feature of this 

monument is the porthole slab 

which now blocks the entrance.  It 

was incorrectly placed here during 

restoration inn 1919 but the stone 

would have been originally 

positioned to separate the main 

chamber from an antechamber.  

When we arrived, a family was using the capstones as a picnic table and the passageway to brew up a 

cuppa.  An interesting continuance of use over the millennia.  Perhaps the Ancients used them in a 

similar way. 

La Cotte de St Brelade: La Cotte de St Brelade on the southwest coast of the Island is one of the 

most important Middle Palaeolithic sites in North Western Europe.  Deep deposits found within the 

cave system have preserved a long unbroken record of human occupation from at least 238,000 until 

40,000 years ago.  The Neanderthals were there throughout from around 250,000 years ago until 

47,000 years ago making it the earliest known occupation of the hannel Islands by a hominid species, 

and also possibly one of the last Neanderthal sites in North Western Europe.  The site has produced 

the richest collection of Neanderthal artefacts in North Western Europe - over 200,000 recorded stone 

tools and animal bones; that is more artefacts than the entire Neanderthal record for the rest of the 

British Isles. As well as producing the only late Neanderthal remains in the British Isles, there was 

also one of the earliest examples of the use of fire in Europe directly associated with human activity..  

It seems the cave provided generation after generation of Neanderthals with shelter and a good 

vantage point from which to observe the movement of animals on the surrounding plain and to plan 

hunting strategies. These include the disputed “Game Drive Hypothesis” - In 1966 archaeologists 

found two distinctive bone heaps in the deep deposits at La Cotte de St Brelade. The composition and 
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arrangement of these bones led the archaeologists of the time to believe this was due to the 

Neanderthal hunters driving the herds of mammoth and woolly rhino over the headland to their deaths 

in the deep granite ravines.  However, recent work using topographical analysis software has cast 

doubt on the practical problems of herding the animals leading up to the cliff face. 

There is a carpark but then a 500 m walk across fairly rough ground to the headland. It is necessary to 

wear suitable footwear as it involves scrambling over big boulders and loose and slippery rocks down 

to the shore line. 

Summary: One aspect that is very evident is the great antiquity of the sites on Jersey typically from 

4,000 to 2,500 BC with some early Bronze Age and, of course, the Neanderthal occupation.  The 

migration route seems to have been from the Mediterranean and up the West coast of France.  Whilst 

Jersey became separated from the Continent around 5,000 BC, it is still only a short hop from the 

coast and an easy journey for the early Neolithic famers looking to settle and work the land.  Jersey at 

that time was heavily wooded and the first settlers would have made camp around the shoreline. 

The dolmens are, generally, very well preserved and presented although some are tricky to find there 

being an almost complete lack of signs anywhere on the island, including roads.  Each has a full 

information board helpfully giving the history and context of the site.  And of course, the ancient 

people used the best sites for their burials so each one is a delight in itself. 
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Social Events 2015-16       Nigel Morris 

On the 21
st
 February we had our annual AVAS dinner at the Old Vicarage, Wimborne Road, 

Northbourne and, as is our wont, had a choice of their delicious carvery of four different meats, 

turkey, gammon, pork and beef.  I managed to get vouchers for a free ice cream for everybody. There 

was also a good vegetarian option for those people who preferred this.  A goodly number attended and 

a very convivial evening was had by all.  All those who couldn’t make it missed an excellent evening 

and I hope they, and others, will come along to next years, which is on 20
th
. February 2016, at 7p.m.  

So remember to sign up at our next meeting or ring me on (01202) 872 353. 

On the 4
th
 July, last, we held another first class BBQ at our Chairman Mark Vincent’s farm.  The 

weather was very kind to us with bright sunshine all evening and the setting on the riverbank couldn’t 

have been more perfect!  Mark, Steve and myself were the chefs with Vanessa and Sue (who arrived 

with her trifle intact!) kindly provided all the sweets.  We had a good attendance and nobody failed to 

really enjoy themselves.   Joe flew his new helicopter and the children had good fun throwing hoops, 

but not over the helicopter!  For next year we are hoping to continue the tradition, but augment it with 

some music.  For those who have their new year’s diary already, note down the 2
nd

. July 2016 when 

the AVAS BBQ will commence at 7p.m. 

The committee have been mulling over ideas and visits (out of hours) to the Salisbury and South 

Wiltshire Museum and perhaps Winchester Museum may be possible.  We shall be canvasing 

members for opinions and other ideas in the early New Year. 

We are also looking into the possibility of walks, guided and unguided, to local places of 

archaeological interest.  There is nothing like some hands on field archaeology, or should that be ‘feet 

on’?  If the membership is in position of some really good ideas, then we are all agog and want to her 

from you. 

On the 10
th
. May, last we went on an invigorating and interesting walk near Cranborne under the 

guidance of Steve Moody and he gave us a preview of the information given in his article which is in 

this edition of our newsletter.  Following are two photographs to give some flavour of the event. 

In addition to the intrepid, you can see that we were in time see the bluebells and also the incredible 

display of wild garlic in flower!  Some were lucky enough to get something to eat at The Inn at 

Cranborne where it is possible to purchase their own garlic pesto for home consumption! 
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The meeting was opened by the Chairman 19.40 p.m. with twenty three members present. 

1. Apologies: Mr. B. Cooke, Mr. J. Crane, Mr. & Mrs. A. Light, Miss H. Moore and Mr. D. 
Whetton. 

 
2. The minutes of the last AGM held on 7st. May, 2014: were accepted ‘nem con’, having 

been proposed by Mrs. C. Moody and Mrs. J. Elkins. 
 

3. Matters arising: a) the new Committee are to address the resolution of a new home for 
the AVAS Library urgently.  (b) all the points raised under AOB have been met.  (c) the 
walk in Cranborne is taking place this Sunday 10th. May. 

 

4. Chairman’s report: Good evening and welcome to the 2015 Annual General meeting of AVAS. 
Thank you all for turning out to support the Society in the face of such wild weather.  
This 40th anniversary year has been a mixed one for AVAS. The continuation of our various 

projects such as the geophysics work at Burgate and investigations at Breamore will hopefully 

lead to some wider opportunities in the near future. Mike’s latest work may also hold promise 

for the summer  

A series of excellent lectures and events was well supported and covered a range of eras and 

topics from the African Coast to the Cold War. If any members can suggest suitable speakers 

that we could approach for the coming season, we would be very glad to hear from you.  

Sadly on the downside, we have also suffered the loss of several of our most supportive 

members. 

The death of Ann Ireland, coming just after the excellent and well supported AVAS display at the 

opening of the new gallery at Salisbury Museum, was a particular blow, both to AVAS and also 

the many other local groups Ann supported. Ann’s loss left a large hole in the Society, which we 

will be hard pressed to fill over the coming lecture seasons. 

 Thanks this year must go to our members who stood in on a couple of occasions to help out 

when we were without a speaker at the last moment, but in every case we were treated to 

interesting and informative talks of which I am sure Ann would have approved. 

More recently, the sudden passing of Tony Harrocks came as a great shock and once again, it 

was not until he had left us that we all realized just how much he had done for his local 

community. Several of us were introduced to AVAS by Tony’s encouragement, and I well 

remember the crowded hall on the night nearly 20 years ago, when he gave us a lecture about 

the German bomber on the Bickerley. 

 

 

Annual General Meeting 

The forty first Annual General Meeting of the Avon Valley Archaeological 

Society was held on Wednesday 6th. May 2015 at 7.30pm. in the Ann Rose 

Hall, Greyfriars Community Centre, Christchurch Road, Ringwood, Hampshire. 

ADDENDIX I 
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There has been some discussion lately amongst the Committee concerning fieldwork and digging 

activities. The cost and effort involved in bringing a dig to publication, as evidenced by the 

gargantuan efforts of Tony Light on the Crystal Hollow material, are very considerable and digs 

by other local Societies have sometimes taken decades to complete to a proper standard.  The 

adoption of non-intrusive geophysical survey techniques by the Society was designed to 

anticipate this problem to some extent and the results of Mike’s work have indeed proved to be 

very successful, but the outstanding work from previous digs is still a matter for concern, and 

perhaps this can be discussed in more depth later in the evening. 

On the events front, we have several investigations and events planned for the summer 

including a return visit to Salisbury Museum for National Archaeology Week and these too will 

be detailed later. 

Once again, thank you for your continued support and without further ado we will proceed with 

business. 

5. Presentation of the Chairman’s Trophy for 2014/2015: this year is dedicated to ‘absent friends’ 
as we have lost a number of members in this last year. 

 

6. Hon. Treasurer’s report and to review subscriptions and meetings fees: Subscriptions 

have held up, buoyed by friends of speakers attending their talks.  Hall fees vary on 

accrual and there is a small dispute on a recent bill which is to be resolved by our 

Chairman tomorrow.  Insurance costs are up, but RBS is being chased for the return of 

some bank charges.  We need to take steps to recruit more members as we are rather 

depleted.  Meeting fees are incomplete as the Treasurer has yet to complete recent 

banking.  Publication costs for Crystal Hollow will require considerable funding.  The 

attached accounts are awaiting auditing, due to personal illness. 
 

7. Field Director’s report: The bulk of the work by AVAS has been projects utilizing ‘geophysics’.  
The rest of this report will be covered in the AOB section, below. 

 

8. Library report: The Library has expanded further with additions from deceased members.  Work 
is continuing with accessioning and recording on computer.  It is under control, but much work 
still remains to be done.  The Committee is to take this matter up.  A book loan to Tony Harrocks 
has been returned after thirteen and a half years! 

 

9. National Archaeology Days 2015: Once again we shall be exhibiting at the Salisbury and South 
Wiltshire Museum on 18th. And 19th. July 2015. 

 

10. Election of Officers: All the serving members who were willing to stand for election were elected 
en bloc as there were no further nominations:- 
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Hon. Treasurer  –  Harold Hanna 

Hon. Secretary  –  Bill Atkinson 

Vice-Chairman –  Steve Moody 

Members   Nigel Morris  

   Rachel Golton 

   Mike Gill 

   

Hon. Auditors  –  Mr. A. Light 

     Mr. A. Taylor 

N.B. Vanessa Golton has been co-opted as Greyfriars Representative and is be available to continue in this 

role but we are still searching for a Talks Organiser. John Pemberton is willing to continue as our AVAS 

Representative with the New Forest National Park. 

 

11. National Archaeological Days 2015: We shall exhibit at Salisbury Museum once again. 
 

12. Any other business: a) Our annual BBQ is planned for 4th. July at 19.00. 
b) We will be carrying out ‘rescue digs’ only due to the problems of publication costs.  Limited 

publication is the only way forward and we need to speak with other Societies to determine 

alternative ways to solve this problem. 

c) The Lecture Programme needs further work to fill the slots from November onwards. 

d) Follow up on the planned investigation at the Dragon house in Downton. 

e) Look into the use of Facebook and Twitter to aid recruitment of new members. 

f) There will be a New Forest Archaeological Group dig, 22nd. – 30th. August 2015. 

g) A request is put to members to submit articles for publication in the Newsletter. 

 

The Chairman closed the meeting at 20.42. 
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AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

TRUSTEES ANNUAL REPORT 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2013 

REGISTERED CHARITY NO: 289516 
Aims and Organisation 

The Society was established in 1974; it is governed by its Rules, as amended from time to time by the 

members in general meeting. 

The Society’s objects are to promote the interest in and study of archaeology for the benefit of the 

general public.  The Society’s principal areas of activity are the Avon Valley and surrounding areas of 

South West Hampshire, East Dorset and South Wiltshire. 

Trustees 
The trustees who served on the Committee during the year were as follows: 

M. A. Vincent Chairman  

S. J. Moody Vice Chairman  

C. W. Atkinson Hon. Secretary  

H. J. A. Hanna Hon. Treasurer 

N.  Morris  

 Mrs M Harvey  (retired  May 2014)    

 M. Gill   

 Miss R.L. Golton (elected May 2014)    

The administration of the Society is carried out on a voluntary basis by the trustees; there are no 

employees. 

The trustees are elected annually by the members at the Annual General Meeting. 

 

 

 

 

  

ADDENDIX II 
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AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

TRUSTEES ANNUAL REPORT 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2015 (cont’d) 

Activities and Achievements 

During the year, the Society continued its educational activities with its programme of Winter 

lectures, the publication of the annual Newsletter, and the provision of displays in Salisbury as part 

of National Archaeology Days in July.  Active field work during the year has included further 

geophysical survey work on part of a Romano-British site at Folds Farm, North of Godshill, adjoining 

the site of previous rescue excavation work. The Society has received grant support from the New 

Forest National Park Authority, and with the agreement of the landowner, continued a thorough 

survey of the whole site, backed up by a series of evaluation trenches to check the interpretation of 

the survey results. Meanwhile the adjoining site and the mediaeval site at Ipley Manor are now 

undergoing post-excavation analysis. The post excavation work on material from the Crystal Hollow 

excavation site at Godshill continues.  Members also undertook geophysical survey training exercises 

on various other sites in the Avon Valley, co-operated with other local societies in undertaking 

survey and excavation work, notably the New Forest History & Archaeology Group in the New Forest 

and the Christchurch Antiquarians on sites in Christchurch.  

 

Financial Review 
 

The day to day operating expenses of the Society were again met from the members’ subscriptions 

and meeting fees.  

In addition to meeting the day to day costs of its activities, the Society is seeking to build up its 

reserves in order to meet future publication costs.  The trustees are satisfied that the general 

financial position disclosed by the accounts for the year ended 31 March 2013 is sound, but 

consideration is being given to ways of reducing operating expenses. 

On behalf of the Trustees 

H J A Hanna FCA 

Hon. Treasurer 

5 May2015 

6 Cliffe Road 

Barton on Sea 

New Milton 

Hants.  BH25 7PB 
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AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

         

BALANCE SHEET AT 31 MARCH 2015 

         

Reserves      2015  2014 

         

General Fund         

Balance brought forward 1 April 2014                               6,533.44  6,635.53 

(Deficit) / Surplus for the year                 6.45  (102.09) 

Balance carried forward 31 March 2012   6,539.89  6,533.44 

         

Designated Funds        

Crystal Hollow Publication Fund    500.00  500.00 

Folds Farm Survey     1,100.00  1,100.00 

      1,600.00  1,600.00 

Total Funds     £8,139.89  £8,133.44 

Represented by: 

 

      

 

 

  

Cash at bank      7,974.89 

 

 8,082.44 

Cash in hand     11.00  51.00 

Cash at bank     £8,139.89  £8,133.44 

H.J.A. Hanna F.C.A. - Hon Treasurer 
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Report of the Examiners 

         

In our opinion, these Accounts are in accordance with the books and records of the Society and the 

information and explanations given to us.      

         

  A.D. Taylor F.C.A.    )  

       )  

       ) Hon. Examiners 

  A. Light     )  
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RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2015 

      2015  2014 

General Fund        

Income:         

Subscriptions received          428.00   468.00  

Donations         0.30             4.00  

Meeting fees     334.00         365.00 

Bank deposit interest        17.85                 7.93  

       780.15      844.93 

            

         

Less Expenses:        

Room hire - Greyfriars, Ringwood         303.00    328.00 

Speakers fees and expenses            40.00    230.00  

Subscriptions and affiliation fees           57.00      75.00  

Insurance      253.70            243.52 

Bank charges        120.00             70.00  

         773.70            947.02  

Surplus / Deficit for the year    6.45    (£102.09) 

Note:         

Expenses for the year paid after 31 March 2015, and not included above:   

Room hire     154.00    112.50 

Subscriptions and affiliation fees                       20.00               - 

         

         

Movements on Designated Funds      

Crystal Hollow Publication Fund:   £0.00  £0.00 

Folds Farm Survey:     £0.00  £0.00 
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Avon Valley Archaeological Society 

Winter  Programme  ~  September 2015 - May 2016 

Visitors very welcome at our meetings 

     2015  

  Sept. 2
nd

            Cataloguing and researching the Pitt Rivers Wessex Collection at Salisbury Museum 

Speaker: Jane Ellis-Schön, Project Director of the Finding Pitt Rivers Project. 

  Oct. 7th              News from Agincourt - Speaker: Dave Fawcett, armourer and mediaevalist will give a 

practical demonstration of mediaeval armour. 

Nov. 4th             Hominins in the Hampshire Avon Valley - Speaker: Ella Egberts, PhD Student at 

Bournemouth University: Will present the preliminary results of her doctoral research, 

which focuses on the geology and Paleolithic archaeology of the Avon Valley, Hampshire. 

  Dec. 2nd           Members’ Evening - Our Chairman, Mark Vincent will talking and showing his new 

equipment during his talk “Droning on – the way ahead”.           
 

     2016   

Jan. 6th              Workhouses – a misunderstood institution  -  Speaker:  Stephen Ings 

Feb. 3rd “Operation Nightingale”- Richard Osgood of the Defense Infrastructure project talks 

about the excavations carried out by the MOD rehabilitation through archaeology project. 

 March 3rd          “Stonehenge and the Military”- speaker Martyn Barber. 

  April 6th           “Community Geophysics Project”- Speaker will be a member of the Bournemouth 

University Geophysical survey team  

May 4th            Annual General Meeting  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

VENUE FOR MEETINGS:-   Ann Rose Hall,  Greyfriars Community Centre,  Christchurch Road,  Ringwood BH24 1DW  

TIME:- 7.30pm   ~  the first Wednesday each month, September to May 

 MEETING FEES:-  Members £2.00,  Visitors £3.50  

      ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION:-  Adult £10.00,  Full-time Student £5.00 

ENQUIRIES TO:-   The Chairman,  Mark Vincent  01425 473677 

                                                       or   The Hon Secretary,  C.W.Atkinson  01722  326978 

The AVAS blogsite can be found at 

  http://blogavas.wordpress.com/ 

                                              

AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY IS A REGISTERED CHARITY NO. 28951 

 

ADDENDIX III 
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